
It is rather sad that we have to have an enquiry into Australia's insane migration level. 
Still, I suppose, in this time of high unemployment (mostly due to an insane migrant 
intake), it does provide employment to people who would otherwise be unemployable. 
  
The population of Australia has already exceeded a sustainable level. This is the 
opinion of numerous environmental scientists. It is also the opinion of many 
ordinary native born Australians who know this arid land of climatic extremes and 
ancient impoverished soils. I am one of the latter. I also see no intrinsic benefit in 
increasing population beyond a viable level. Is Homo Saps such a brilliant creation 
that we need an infinitely increasing number of them? I think not given the damage 
they have done to date. 
  
The current insane migration level, running at > 200,000/annum net, is driven by four 
factors – 
 
(1)  Sheer greed on the part of developers and like minded vermin who count only 

$$$ in their world view. I call them the Growth At Any Cost brigade. 
(2) Sheer stupidity, Ignorance and arrogance on the part of the political vermin 

who are wholly bought and paid for by (1). 
(3) The multicultural disease which has captured the latte sipper class. These 

dangerous clowns don't seem to realize that Australia has been a multicultural 
continent since being settled by our Aborigines 40 to 60,000 years ago - think 
tribes. Since 1788 when the European invasion occurred  it has been even more 
multicultural. Hasn't this level of cultural difference caused enough problems 
already? And it will continue to cause problems. These have to be solved but 
we don't need more importation of foreign cultures to add to an already 
dangerous mix. 

(4) The fascination in certain quarters with refugees, asylum seekers or, more 
accurately, illegal immigrants. The global population is now in the vicinity of 
7.5 billion. This grossly exceeds the carrying capacity of Earth and it is 
increasing at an exponential rate. When the Refugee Convention was signed by 
Australia in the early 1950s the global population was less than half this mad 
level. There are going to be ever increasing numbers of footloose Homo Saps 
on the move now and in the future seeking to find a better place. Australia can't 
be and will not be that better place. By all means provide aid to the problem 
countries to help them solve their problems in house. But Australia must slam 
the door in their faces. That is for own survival as a viable nation. 

  
  
There are only one (2) sensible recommendations which this enquiry can make - An 
indefinite moratorium on all migration and Australia's immediate withdrawal from the 
Refugee Convention.   
 
 


